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OVERVIEW 
The economic outlook in Greece remains 
fragile with ongoing austerity measures 
restricting occupier demand. However, 
market sentiment is showing initial signs of 
improvement and there are a number of 

funds assessing the market in terms of distressed properties. The 
prevailing trend within the office market continues to be lease 
renegotiation and consolidation. With many tenants operating 
cost cutting strategies, landlords continue to offer generous 
incentives and as a result, prime rents were unchanged over the 
quarter.  

OCCUPIER FOCUS 
Occupiers remain focussed on cost cutting and either lease 
renegotiation or consolidation of existing premises. Active 
demand in relation to expansion is virtually non-existent, given 
the current economic outlook.  

Supply levels have continued to rise over the quarter as space is 
still being released back on to the market. Speculative schemes 
remain non-existent as banks are either unable or unwilling to 
lend for developments, it is unlikely that significant new space will 
enter the market in the foreseeable future. However, with 
schemes being postponed or ultimately cancelled this will help to 
limit rising vacancy in the short term at least.  

INVESTMENT FOCUS  
Investment volumes continued to be subdued in Q3 following the 
trend seen in Q2 2013. As a result of ongoing weakness in the 
economy and the occupational sector, investors remain largely 
averse to entering the Greek market. However, most acquisitive 
investors looking for distressed properties are active and 
government auctions are ongoing. In addition, transactional data 
is scarce and therefore, accurately ascertaining yields is also 
difficult but prime office yields in Athens’ CBD are believed to 
remained at approximately 9.50% although they remain higher at 
10.40% in Thessaloniki.  

OUTLOOK 
Economic figures have seen a marginal improvement over the 
quarter and it is hoped that that this will continue over the 
remainder of the year. However, the weakness within the 
economy remains and this will continue to affect the office 
market. Consequently, tenants will remain focussed on reducing 
costs, although this may result in more interest from 
opportunistic investors looking to take advantage of the 
distressed properties within the market. 

MARKET OUTLOOK 
Prime Rents: Prime rents are anticipated to remain stable 

over the remainder of the year.  

Prime Yields: Opportunistic investors are started to assess 
the market.  

Supply: Continued release of excess space adds to the 
current overhang.  

Demand: Take-up will slow further with any activity 
driven by companies consolidating.   

 

PRIME OFFICE RENTS – SEPTEMBER 2013 
MARKET (SUBMARKET) € € US$ GROWTH %  

SQ.M/MTH SQ.M/YR SQ.FT/YR 1YR 5YR CAGR 

Athens (Syntagma Square) 22.00 264 33.2 0.0 -6.0 
Athens (Kifissias Avenue) 15.50 186 23.4 -3.1 -8.4 
Athens (Piraeus) 9.50 114 14.3 -5.0 -9.9 
 

PRIME OFFICE YIELDS – SEPTEMBER 2013 
MARKET (SUBMARKET) 
(FIGURES ARE GROSS, %) 

CURRENT LAST LAST 10 YEAR 
QUARTER QUARTER YEAR HIGH LOW 

Athens (Syntagma Square) 9.50 9.50 9.50 9.80 6.20 
Athens (Kifissias Avenue) 9.50 9.50 9.50 9.80 6.20 
Athens (Piraeus) 10.20 10.20 10.00 10.20 7.00 
With respect to the yield data provided, in light of the lack of recent comparable market evidence in many areas of 
Europe and the changing nature of the market and the costs implicit in any transaction, such as financing, these are very 
much a guide only to indicate the approximate trend and direction of prime initial yield levels and should not be used 
as a comparable for any particular property or transaction without regard to the specifics of the property. 

 

RECENT PERFORMANCE 

 
Source: Cushman & Wakefield 
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